
 

 

Magn<:>tic flux: 

¢8 - B· .-l "' 8.-lcosO 

Where, Bis th<:- Jngk between 8 ,1nd .1 

Units: 
SI unit is weber ( Wb) 

1 ｜ｾ Ｇ ｢＠ = 1T x I m' 

Cgs tuut is m.lx"·ell (Mx) 

1 !vlx = I G X I a n' 
1 Wb = lOs !vlx 

Fanldc1\''S l<nv: •. 
A ch.1nging m.1gnetic llux linked \\·irh ,, ci rcuit induces an emf, and consequenth·, ,, 

currem is induced in the circuit . 

& = -Nd¢a 
dt 

\\'here , 

&-4 Induced emf 

:-.,·-+Number of turns in the coil 

1/Ja-+ Flux linked wi th one turn of tht.> coil 

L<:>nz's law: The polJrir;· of thE" inducc;d emf is uch thJt it rmds to prodnce ,, curr<:nr 
which opposes the change in m.1gnetic ll ux th.u produces it. 

The direction of the induced current/ induced emf on be found lw using FIE'ming's 
right hand rul<:> 

\lt\UOII of 

t .. 'f11ntl 

ｬ ｩ ｮｾ ｣ｲ＠

\.Vhen ,, str,light conductor oflength I mows 'l" ith ,, constant ,·elocity r in .J magnetic 

fi eld /3, the induced emf E = /3/r, \\"hen B, I .md ,. art' mtmJalh· perpendkub r. 



 

 

Eddy c urrents ｾ＠ Currents induced in a thick conductor when the conductor is placed 

in a changing m agnetic field 

ｓ･ ｬｦ Ｍ ｩｮ､ｵ｣ｴｩｯｮｾ＠ It is the phenomenon of production of opposing induced emf in a 

coil , as a result o f varying current in the coil i tself . 

di 
Induced emf, E = - L -

dt 
Where, L is self in ductance of the coil 

• Self ind uctance of a p lane coil : 

Jl 7rN2r 
L = -'----"-o-- , 

2 
Where. 

N ｾ＠ Number of turns in the coil 

r ｾ＠ Radius of the coil 

• Self-inductance o f a solenoid : 

L = )l0n2Al 

vVhere, 

A ｾ＠ Cross-sectional are a A of the solenoid 

}---) Length of the solenoid 

n ｾ＠ Number of turns per unit length of the solenoid 

Energy stored in an inductor: 

1 2 W =-U0 2 

Mutual induction: It is the phenomenon o f p roduction of induced emf in one coil , 

due to varying current in the neighbouring coil. 

di 
Induced emf, E = - M-

dt 
W here, M is mutual inductance of the coil 

• Mutual inductance of t\vo long solenoids: 

M = Jlr/fpN.A 
l 

W here, 

NP ｾ＠ Number of turns in the primary coil 

N. ｾ＠ N umber of turns in the secondary coil 

A ｾ＠ Cross-sectional area of the solenoid 

1 ｾ＠ Length of the solenoid 



 

 

 

 

 

 

If the cross-sectional areas of two co-axial solenoids are different, then the cross-

sectional area of the inner solenoid is to be considered in the numerical calculation of 

mutual inductance. 

If the lengths of the two co-axial solenoids are different, then the length of the bigger 

solenoid is to be considered in the numerical calculation of mutual inductance . 

·• Mutual inductance of two plane coils: 

!J.oNpNs 
M = A 

2t;, 

Where, 

NP ｾ＠ Number of turns in the primary coil 

N, ｾ＠ Nmnber of turns in the secondary coil 

rp ｾ＠ Radius of the primary coil 

ａ ｾ＠ Cross-sectional area of secondary coil 

In an AC generator, mechanical energy is converted into electrical energy by virtue of 

dectromagnetic induction . If a coil of N turns and area A is rotated at revolutions per 

second in a uniform magnetic field B, then the motional emf produced is 

s = NBA 2n: v sin 2n: vt 
Where, we have assumed that at t = 0 s, the coil is perpendicular to the field 


